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Recently awarded two coveted Michelin stars for his eponymous fish restaurant in Rock,
Cornwall, Nathan Outlaw is one of the most exciting upcoming chefs in Britain today.British
seafood is his passion. His style of cooking is unique and simple, allowing the individual flavours
of the ingredients to shine through. Sourcing sustainable fish and local produce in season, he
uses his considerable flair to take simple fish cooking to new heights.In British Seafood Nathan
shares the secrets of his unique approach and provides a tempting collection of original recipes.
Beginning with a guide to sourcing and buying, followed by a step-by-step guide to preparing all
types of fish and shellfish, he then explains cooking techniques, showing how to pan-fry, grill,
bake, steam, barbecue and deep-fry fish to perfection, avoiding the pitfalls of overcooking.The
core of the book is divided into the four main groups: flat, round, oily and shell fish, and within
this structure 30 fish are dealt with individually. The descriptive text for each tells you the
optimum size to buy and eat, the best cooking methods and which herbs, seasonings and
sauces go with each fish, allowing you to create a dish quickly and simply. Then, for each fish,
Nathan gives 2-3 recipes, ranging from everyday quick dishes he cooks at home, through
recipes for leisurely lunches or dinners with family or friends, to signature dishes from his
restaurant - the sort you might cook for a dinner party.In all there are over 100 recipes, all easy to
replicate at home. Photographed on location in Cornwall, this superb new fish bible also has a
real sense of place.



To Rachel, my wife and best friend,for everything you have done tosupport my dream, and to my
twobeautiful children Jacob and Jessica.I love you more than anything in the world.Foreword by
Rick SteinIf Nathan Outlaw was the most aggressive and arrogant of chefs I would still have lots
of time for him because he loves his fish. For me, almost the best bits of Nathan Outlaw’s British
Seafood are the descriptions of all the Cornish fish and shellfish he uses in the book – vivid
descriptions of colour, texture and taste, always with a personal observation from his experience
of cooking some of the best seafood in the world. But, in fact, Nathan is an utterly charming, self-
effacing man who seems somewhat perplexed about the fact that he has two Michelin stars
because he says it’s only simple cooking.Isn’t it amazing how we see ourselves as opposed to
the way others see us? To me, yes, the cooking is simple in that he uses mostly local ingredients
and easy techniques, but to get there you have to have a wealth of experience. Experience,
which I’m glad to say, included a long spell in my own kitchen right at the beginning of his career.
I remember what a pleasure it was to have this large youth working in my kitchen, who was
absolutely unequivocally going to be a chef. His father is a chef and Nathan will always be a
chef.Nathan understood the simple way that I like to cook and he was an enormously valuable
asset in my kitchen. So, when he then went off to work in a number of restaurants with much
more elaborate cooking, I rather stupidly felt irritated that such a good cook should go off and
work in restaurants with a style of cooking that I find hard to take to my heart. But, of course, he
had to do that. He had to work out where his own style lay and that must involve trying a whole
raft of different cooking approaches. This book means a lot to me, because it’s quite clear that
Nathan’s come of age and I feel personally proud that he hasn’t forgotten some of the things that
working for me taught him.The book is a joy, I love the honesty of it. The recipes are appetising
and easy and, above all, do justice to the great seafood which both Nathan and I are lucky
enough to have delivered to our restaurants on a daily basis. I also think that in David Loftus he
has found the perfect photographer to make his dishes come alive on the page.Title
PageIntroductionFlat white fishRound white fishOily fishSmoked fishShellfishBase
recipesPreparation techniquesIndexCopyright PageIntroductionBritish seafood is my passion. I
love everything about it: the catching, the prepping, the cooking and the happy faces in my
restaurants when people are eating it. Fish and the sea fascinate me to the point of sitting in a
daze watching the waves roll in, or searching around rock pools for any crab that might have got
stuck behind when the tide has gone out. It can be anything that excites me about cooking and
eating seafood – from the simplest of grilled fish dishes to the challenge of eating a whole crab,
or the complexity of a great seafood stew.I became interested in cooking when I was very young,
inspired by my Mum, who is a great home cook, and my Dad, who is a chef and a very good one
at that. Helping out in his kitchens was enough to make me realise that I wanted to be a chef.
After my training, and working in London for a couple of years, I moved to Cornwall to work for
Rick Stein at his Seafood Restaurant in Padstow. This is where I started to get really excited



about seafood. I was handling the freshest and finest fish and shellfish I had ever seen: sea bass
still alive in the sink, lobsters that would fight you as you put them in the tank, more varieties of
oyster than I ever knew existed… I learnt everything about prepping and cooking British seafood
and I began to appreciate that the key to great dishes is simplicity. I couldn’t wait to have my own
restaurant.I was 25 when The Black Pig opened in Rock in 2003, and I was thrilled when it was
awarded a Michelin star 8 months later. I moved to Fowey in 2007 to launch Restaurant Nathan
Outlaw, but I knew I would return to Rock one day. Sure enough, in 2010 we relocated to St
Enodoc Hotel in Rock, where I cook in my fine dining restaurant, now with two Michelin stars. My
more casual family-style Seafood and Grill restaurant is also at the hotel.I have written this book
to convey my style of British seafood cookery. My approach is essentially simple and allows the
ingredients and flavours to speak for themselves. I believe that this is the way to cook great
seafood dishes. Sustainability is very important to me and, at the time of writing these recipes,
all of the fish and shellfish I have used is sustainable, as it should be.The book is divided into
sections, covering each of the fish and shellfish available in the UK that I enjoy to eat and cook.
I’ve given you information about the individual species, including advice on the best time of the
year to eat them. I’ve also guided you towards the best cooking techniques to use and shown
you how you can mix and match seafood with different sauces, dressings and accompaniments
to create your own bespoke dishes. This is very much the way I cook.For each fish and shellfish,
I’ve given you two or three recipes. Some are simple and quick, the kind I cook at home. Others
are sharing family-style dishes that I make when we have family and friends around for a
leisurely lunch or dinner. I’ve also included signature dishes from my restaurant, the sort that you
might cook for a dinner party. Please don’t feel you have to follow any of my recipes to the letter, I
just want to encourage you to cook and enjoy seafood. Feel free to chop and change flavouring
ingredients, cooking techniques and sauces as you please. I hope you’ll find plenty to inspire
you and that this becomes the first book you grab whenever you buy seafood.Buying & choosing
seafoodIt goes without saying that for any of the recipes you need fresh seafood. The best way
of getting this is to build up a relationship with a fishmonger, or the staff at a good fish counter in
a local supermarket, or, if you’re lucky enough to be living near the coast, with a generous
fisherman.Fish The quality of fresh fish is very much dependent on the way it’s been transported.
You usually find that bad fish comes from poor handling, a long journey or a dodgy fridge along
the way…When choosing fish, check that the eyes are bright and clear. Sunken and cloudy eyes
indicate that the fish is old. Obviously, have a good sniff! The fish should smell of the sea –
ozoney and seasidey – rather than unpleasant and with a strong fishy smell.Flat fish should be
firm and covered with a healthy sea slime – this is natural and a good sign of freshness. With oily
fish like herring, mackerel and sardines, it’s important that the skin colour is vivid and vibrant,
almost like petrol on water. And finally, when buying fish that should have scales, make sure they
are still in place.Ideally, you won’t be thinking about storing fish, as it is really best eaten within
24 hours of buying. However, if you have to store it, this is what you need to remember. Fish like
to be stored between 0 and 2°C, covered with a layer of fresh ice. As soon as you get your fish



home, wrap it in a damp cloth and put it in the coldest part of your fridge; don’t let it sit in water.
Stored in the correct manner, most fish will keep on the bone for several days, possibly longer. If
you live some distance from your fishmonger, take a cool bag with you to ensure that it makes its
way home in good condition.If you have an abundance of fish, it’s best to freeze it as soon as
possible. The ideal way to do this is to freeze it off the bone, dried off and wrapped tightly in cling
film. Fish will be fine in your freezer for up to 2 months as long as it is well wrapped.Shellfish
When buying shellfish to cook, with the exception of scallops, they should always be live. All
shellfish should be clean and smell of the sea.Clams, cockles, mussels and oysters should be
tightly shut, or ready to close when tapped. These molluscs all filter seawater through their
bodies, so it is important to know where they have come from, and that they have been treated
safely to eliminate any harmful bacteria.In an ideal world, you would buy live scallops too, but
these are not always available. More often than not, scallops are sold already cut from the shell.
If you do buy live scallops, make sure they are tightly closed or will close up when touched.
When buying cut scallops, make sure they are firm, smell ozoney and sweet, and have not been
soaked.When buying uncooked lobsters and crabs, again, check that they are alive. Also make
sure there are no visible bubbles coming from their mouths, which is a sign of stress and will
affect the eating quality of the meat. With lobsters, look for long antennae. Short antennae
suggest that the lobster has been stored for a long time and has begun to eat itself, or has been
eaten by others.All cephalopods – cuttlefish, squid and octopus – are best eaten within 2 days of
begin caught. However, all varieties freeze well, so it’s fine to buy them frozen if this is your only
option. When buying, look for a healthy slime and no sign of pinkness, which indicates that the
cephalopod has seen better days. As with fish, make sure the eyes are bright and that the
cuttlefish, squid or octopus are intact, which is likely to mean they have been transported and
stored carefully.Cooking techniquesRoasting I roast whole fish and tranches on the bone. Heat
your oven to 200°C/Gas 6. Before you start cooking the fish, make sure you have everything else
you are cooking ready. Take a baking tray that is big enough to accommodate all the fish with
space around so that it isn’t packed too tightly together. Lightly oil or butter and season the tray
with salt and pepper. Oil the fish or dot it with butter, season, then place it on the tray. If you are
worried about your fish sticking, lay it on a piece of non-stick baking paper or silicone paper on
the tray before oiling and seasoning.Slide the baking tray into the oven and bake the fish until it
is just cooked – the flesh should flake perfectly. Halfway through cooking, baste your fish with the
cooking juices from the tray to keep it moist. Obviously the size and thickness of the fish
determines the cooking time. Smaller fish like red mullet will cook in 8–10 minutes, while a sea
bass will take 20–30 minutes. For really big fish, turn the oven down to 180°C/Gas 4 after 10
minutes or so, or the outside of the fish will singe. When your fish is cooked, don’t throw the
juices away – they are full of flavour and can be spooned over the fish before serving.Grilling or
char-grilling Small to medium whole fish and fillets are suitable for grilling. First, heat your grill.
The heat level will depend on the size and thickness of the fish. For instance, a mackerel is fine
under a hot grill but a sea bass needs a medium grill, otherwise it will scorch on the outside



before it is cooked through. Most fish need a medium or medium-high heat. Oil and season the
grill tray and the fish. When you are grilling any fish you need to keep a close eye on it. The
intensity of grills varies enormously and there is nothing worse than overcooked, dry fish!If you
are barbecuing or char-grilling, put the bigger fish on the outer, cooler part of the griddle, but
make sure it is not too cool or the skin will stick.Steaming This is a good way to cook delicate
fillets and pieces of skate or ray. Place the fish on buttered non-stick baking paper or silicone
paper, or even a butter paper, to stop the fish sticking to the steamer. I like to add seaweed or
citrus peel to the simmering water to impart a subtle flavour. The cooking time will vary according
to the size and thickness of the fish. As a guide, a medium-thick 200g piece of fish will take
about 6 minutes.Clams, cockles and mussels are steamed too – in a tightly closed large
saucepan with a little liquid to create the steam.Pan-frying Anyone who is serious about fish
cookery needs a decent non-stick frying pan, preferably one that is ovenproof. Pan-frying is the
technique I use more than any other and I sometimes start by frying the fish in the pan on the
hob, then finish off the cooking in the oven.First, make sure your fish fillets are dry by placing
them on some kitchen paper or a clean J cloth. Heat your pan over a medium heat, never a high
heat. If you put very fresh fish into a very hot pan it will curl up and the skin will split. Fish fried
over a high heat will overcook on the outside before it is cooked in the middle, so always use a
medium heat.When your pan is hot, add the oil. I like to use rapeseed or light olive oil. Place your
fish carefully, skin side or presentation side down, in the pan. Season the side uppermost with
salt and pepper and cook for 2–3 minutes or until the edges of the fish begin to go golden. At this
stage, depending on the size of fish, you have two options. You can flip the fish over and fry it for
another 2–3 minutes until ready to serve. Or, if it’s a bigger piece of fish, you can slide the pan
into a hot oven at 200°C/Gas 6 and cook for another 3 minutes or until ready. In this case, do not
flip it; keep it skin side down so you get a lovely crispy skin. Remember with pan-frying that the
residual heat of the pan will finish off the cooking. So cook your fish a little bit under and leave it
to finish off in the pan while you put the rest of your dish together.Deep-frying I deep-fry pieces
of fish, such as goujons and fillets of white fish like monkfish, plaice and turbot, as well as squid
rings and Pacific oysters, first coating them in breadcrumbs or a light batter to protect them. I use
sunflower or light rapeseed oil and heat it to 180°C, no hotter. The cooking time depends on the
size of the pieces, but in general, most fish and shellfish will take 3–5 minutes.If you have a deep-
fryer with a basket, put the basket into the oil before you add the fish, otherwise the pieces of
fish will stick to the basket. When dealing with larger fillets of fish, hold them firmly by the tail and
lower them into the oil one at a time, allowing the tail to fall away from you, rather than towards
you, as the hot oil will surge and may spit and burn your hand.When the fish is cooked, drain it
on kitchen paper and give it a light seasoning of salt; this helps to keep it crispy by drawing out
the excess oil.This is the fish that would always be picked second in the playground after turbot,
but in my opinion brill is as good as turbot, if not better. In fact the two fish are so close in the way
they live that they have been known to interbreed. Brill is at its finest between October and
March when it’s in season. The fish spawn in the spring and summer so this is the time to avoid



them. Before spawning, female fish over 3 years old will contain a huge amount of roe and are
not at their best for eating, so avoid these.Brill live at the bottom of the ocean and can be found
in the Atlantic, Mediterranean and Baltic Sea. The younger fish feed on plankton and then move
onto crustaceans and small fish. Try to avoid brill from the North Sea as it can be an immature by-
catch from beam trawlers. Your fishmonger should be able to tell you where it is from.Brill isn’t
the cheapest of fish, but at its best you get what you pay for. Brill grows to about 75cm and can
weigh in at up to 3kg. Firm, thick, boneless fillets from bigger fish benefit from poaching or
roasting, while those cut from smaller fish are better suited to a gentle grilling or coating in light
breadcrumbs and frying. Personally, I like a more versatile 2kg fish, which can be cooked using
any of these methods. The texture of brill is not as firm as turbot, but firmer than Dover sole. It is
a fish that can handle both delicate and strong flavours, working equally well with a light cream
sauce or a full-bodied red wine sauce. The skin isn’t pleasant to eat though, so I’d recommend
that you remove it before cooking or simply don’t eat it. On the other hand, the bones and head
from this fish make a superior stock for a fine sauce, so always use them. My favourite way to
cook and eat brill is on the bone – the texture, juices and flavour seem so much more fantastic
as you pull the flesh away from the bone.Brill with brown shrimps and griddled leeks in a
mustard dressingThe flavour of brill combined with mustard, leeks and shrimps is one of my
favourites. It is so good! If you can’t get brown shrimps, then use prawns instead. When I’m
serving this dish as a light lunch, I like to have a dressed salad and a bowl of minted new
potatoes on the side.Serves 4 as a starter or light lunch4 filleted brill portions, about 150g each,
skinned and trimmedolive oil for cooking20 baby leeks or 4 medium leeks, trimmed, washed and
halvedCornish sea saltTo finish4–5 tbsp English mustard dressing100g cooked brown shrimps3
tsp chopped chivesHeat your oven to 220°C/Gas 7, ready to cook the fish.For the leeks, heat up
a griddle pan over a high heat, if you have one, or heat your grill. Oil the pan or, if grilling, brush
the leeks with olive oil. Cook the halved leeks on the griddle pan or under the grill for 1 minute on
each side for baby leeks, 2 minutes each side for normal leeks. Season with salt and remove to
a warm plate; keep warm.Heat a large ovenproof non-stick frying pan over a medium heat and
add a little olive oil. When the oil is hot, add the fish to the pan, skinned side up (ie presentation
side down). Cook for about 2 minutes until the underside starts to turn golden, then place the
pan in the oven for 3 minutes. Remove from the oven and carefully flip the fish over. Leave the
fish in the pan while you assemble the dish; it will finish cooking in the residual heat.Warm the
mustard dressing in a small pan, but don’t let it become too hot. Divide most of the leeks
between 4 warmed plates, lay the fish over them and arrange the rest of the leeks on top. Toss
the brown shrimps and chives with the dressing and spoon over and around the fish. Serve
immediately.Brill with roasted root vegetables and red wine sauceThis dish, from my Seafood
and Grill restaurant, looks amazing and flies out of the kitchen door when we put it on the menu.
Brill is at its best in the colder months; it goes without saying that root veg are at their best at this
time too. I cook the fish on the bone for optimum flavour. A full-bodied red wine sauce takes the
dish to a whole new level.Serves 22 brill tranche portions, about 170g each (see Tranching a flat



fish)olive oil for cooking5 garlic cloves (unpeeled)2 thyme sprigs50g unsalted butter,
dicedCornish sea salt and freshly ground black pepperRoasted root vegetables2 small or 1
large beetroot, cleaned50ml white wine vinegar2 carrots, peeled2 parsnips, peeledolive oil for
cooking1 red onion, peeled and cut into wedges, root end intact3 garlic cloves, peeled and
crushed1 thyme sprig50g unsalted butterTo serve1 quantity red wine sauce1 garlic clove,
peeled and finely chopped2 tbsp chopped flat-leaf parsleyfew thyme sprigsHeat your oven to
220°C/Gas 7. For the roasted vegetables, place the beetroot in a small pan, add enough water
to cover and the wine vinegar and bring to a simmer. Cook for about 15 minutes until a knife
inserted into the beetroot meets with a little resistance, not until the beetroot are completely soft.
Leave to cool in the water, then peel the beetroot with a small knife and cut roughly into 1cm
thick rounds. Cut the carrots into similar sized rounds. Quarter the parsnips lengthways and cut
out the woody core. Place the carrots in a pan of salted water and simmer for about 3 minutes
until partially cooked, then add the parsnips and cook for a further 3 minutes. Drain the
vegetables and allow to cool on a tray.Drizzle some olive oil into a roasting tray large enough to
hold all the vegetables. Add the red onion wedges, garlic and thyme and roast in the oven for 5
minutes. Add the par-cooked vegetables, season with salt and pepper and roast for 10
minutes.Meanwhile, pat the brill dry with kitchen paper, place in a roasting tray and drizzle with
some olive oil. Season with salt and pepper, add the unpeeled garlic cloves and thyme and
place in the oven. Roast for 5 minutes, then dot the fish with the diced butter and return to the
oven for 5 minutes. Baste the fish with the buttery juices and roast for a further 3 minutes. Baste
the fish again and set aside in a warm place to rest for 5 minutes before serving.While the fish is
resting, bring the red wine sauce to the boil. Pour the cooking juices from the fish through a sieve
into the sauce and bring back to a simmer. Add the chopped garlic and parsley and pour into a
warm jug ready for serving.Lay the brill portions on the roasted vegetables with the roasted
garlic cloves and a few thyme sprigs. Serve at once, giving the sauce a stir before pouring it over
the fish to re-distribute the garlic and parsley.Cured brill with pistachio dressing, pink grapefruit
and pickled chicoryThis is my version of the Latin American dish, ceviche. Here I’m using brill,
but it works equally well with scallops, turbot or salmon. Very fresh fish is crucial. The citrus juice
marinade alters the texture of the fish, effectively taking out its rawness. The grapefruit and
pistachio dressing works particularly well with the soft fish, and the crunchy, mellow, pickled
chicory is the perfect complement.Serves 4 as a starter or light lunch600g brill filletCure1 fennel
bulb, trimmed (tough outer layer removed)juice of 2 pink grapefruit2 small shallots, peeled and
finely chopped1 green chilli, deseeded and very thinly sliced1 tsp caster sugarpinch of smoked
paprika1 tbsp chopped fennel (herb)2 tsp Cornish sea saltPickled chicory2 heads of chicory,
trimmed100ml white wine100ml white wine vinegar100ml water100ml caster sugarPistachio
dressing100g shelled, roasted and salted pistachiosabout 50ml sunflower oilTo finish100g
watercress, washed and trimmed100g rocket leaves, washed and trimmed1 pink grapefruit, peel
and pith removed, segmentedSlice the brill into 1cm pieces. For the cure, finely slice the fennel,
using a mandolin if you have one. Mix all the ingredients for the cure together in a bowl, add the



brill pieces and turn to coat. Cover and leave to marinate in a cool place for at least 2 hours and
no longer than 5 hours.For the pickled chicory, separate the leaves. Put the wine, wine vinegar
and water into a small saucepan, add the sugar and a good pinch of salt and bring to the boil
over a medium heat. Meanwhile, put the chicory leaves into a container that will hold them and
the liquor. Pour the boiling liquid over the chicory, making sure it is submerged. Allow to cool
before using. (The pickled chicory will keep in the fridge for up to a week.)For the pistachio
dressing, blitz the nuts in a food processor for 1 minute until finely chopped. Scrape down the
nuts from the side of the bowl and add a little of the oil. Continue to blend, adding more oil as
necessary, until the nut mixture is the consistency of a dressing. Set aside until ready to use.
(The dressing will keep in the fridge for 2 weeks but should be brought to room temperature to
serve.)When you are ready to serve, drain the chicory and pat dry on kitchen paper. Taste the
brill and adjust the seasoning if necessary. Drain the fish and fennel mixture, reserving the juice
in a jug. Arrange the cured brill and fennel, watercress, rocket, pickled chicory and pink
grapefruit segments on 4 serving plates. Dress with the pistachio dressing. Serve the reserved
juice on the side for guests to add as they wish.When people mention Dover sole, invariably I
think ‘grilled whole’. This is probably because its structure and texture – tightly packed flakes and
juiciness – make it the perfect fish for cooking whole. Dover sole benefits from a few days of
maturing in the fridge, as do other flat fish such as turbot and skate. If you attempt to cook a very
fresh, stiff Dover sole you will find it tough and tasteless, not to mention the fact that it will
probably curl up during cooking and split across the fillet, leaving you with an unattractive result.
Dover sole fetches a very high price, so it’s not a fish to ruin. Small Dover soles, called slip soles,
are a great option as they are less expensive and a brace of these makes an excellent main
course.Dover sole doesn’t come from Dover but it is named after the Kent port because in times
past this was the most reliable route for the london fish market. Today Brixham is probably the
busiest market for these fish. Dover soles are caught across the North Atlantic but those landed
in the UK are considered to be the best in the world, and have been for centuries. In the early to
mid 19th century the bigger the Dover sole on your table, the richer you were perceived to be.
Unfortunately, back then, the flavour of these fine flat fish was also typically masked with lavish,
heavy sauces, so the joy of eating such a wonderful fish was totally lost.Dover soles feed at
night, hiding themselves half buried in the sand waiting for little crustaceans and fish to cross
their path. The breeding season is between April and June and the fish come inshore to spawn.
You will find that the price of the fish comes down a bit at this time. You can still eat them, but
they will yield much less flesh owing to the proportion of roe and I’d recommend avoiding them
until the breeding season is over. Dover sole can get to a ripe old age of 40, but most are eaten
at 5–6 years old. The 500g fish is the most popular size but personally I like the larger fish, which
are ideal for sharing and great for an unusual Sunday lunch. The bigger ‘doormats’, as the
fishermen call them, are available from February to April.Dover sole fillets with lemon sauce and
wild garlic dumplingsFor this recipe I like to use the chunky fillets from bigger ‘doormat’ Dover
sole, which are around when wild garlic is in season. It’s a great pairing and the zingy lemon



sauce brings the dish together a treat. When the scent of wild garlic, also known as ramsons,
pervades the Cornish lanes, you know spring and warmer weather is on the way. You can use
normal sized Dover sole, or indeed any other flat fish, here.Serves 42 large Dover soles, 700–
800g each, or 4 smaller 400–500g fish, filletedrapeseed oil for cooking20 purple sprouting or
tenderstem broccoli stemsCornish sea salt and freshly ground black pepperLemon sauce1 egg
yolkfinely grated zest and juice of 1 lemon200ml light olive oil50ml double cream100ml roast fish
stockTo servewild garlic dumplings2 tsp shredded wild garlic (ramsons), optionallemon oil to
drizzleFor the lemon sauce, whisk the egg yolk, lemon zest and juice together in a bowl for 1
minute and then slowly whisk in the olive oil, as for mayonnaise. Season with salt to taste and
set aside.Heat a splash of rapeseed oil in a large non-stick frying pan over a medium heat.
Season the fish fillets and lay them in the pan, skin side down. Cook for 3 minutes, then turn and
cook on the other side for 1 minute. Remove the pan from the heat and leave the fish to rest in
the pan for a further 2 minutes.While the fish is cooking, add the broccoli to a pan of boiling
salted water and blanch for 3 minutes. At the same time, fry the dumplings, according to the
recipe, in a little oil until golden.Meanwhile, to finish the sauce, whisk in the cream, followed by
the fish stock. Warm gently over a medium heat; do not allow to boil, or it will curdle. If the sauce
is too thick, add a little more fish stock. Taste and season with a little more salt if required.Drain
the broccoli as soon as it is ready. Share it equally between 4 warmed plates and spoon on
some of the lemon sauce. Place the fish on top, scatter over the shredded wild garlic, if using,
and add the wild garlic dumplings. Drizzle with lemon oil. Serve at once, with the rest of the
lemon sauce in a jug on the side.Steamed Dover sole with pickled grape, roast garlic and
parsley dressingThe smaller Dover sole fillets or even slip soles are best for this dish. Steaming
them in a little wine and stock produces a small amount of tasty fish essence to add to the
dressing. The pickled grapes are a lovely addition – my twist on the classic sole véronique. For a
perfect lunch, serve this dish with a bowl of hot new potatoes and a simple salad of dressed
peppery leaves, such as rocket or watercress.Serves 4 as a starter or light lunch4 Dover soles,
350–400g each, filleted and skinned50g unsalted butter1 shallot, peeled and chopped50ml
roast fish stock50ml white wineCornish sea salt and freshly ground black pepperDressing20
pickled grapes2 tsp roasted garlic purée30ml good-quality white wine or champagne
vinegar150ml extra virgin olive oil4 tsp chopped parsleyTo finish4 roasted garlic clovesFor the
dressing, slice the pickled grapes. Whisk the roasted garlic purée and wine vinegar together in a
bowl and then gradually whisk in the extra virgin olive oil. Add the chopped parsley, sliced
grapes and some salt.Season the fish fillets with salt and pepper. Put the butter, shallot, fish
stock and white wine in a pan (with a tight-fitting lid) over a medium heat. Bring to the boil and
boil for 1 minute, then add the seasoned fish fillets and cover with the lid. Check after 3 minutes.
The fish should be cooked, but if the fillets are still a little underdone, simply remove the pan
from the heat, keeping the lid on, and keep checking after every minute.While the fish is
cooking, gently warm the pickled grape, garlic and parsley dressing to tease out all the
flavours.When the fish is ready, transfer it to warmed plates. Pour the cooking liquor into the



dressing and then spoon over the fish. Add the roasted garlic cloves. Serve immediately.The
best time to eat lemon sole is during autumn and winter. The fish should be avoided from April to
September when they are spawning, as the roes are very big and the flesh is spongy and not
good to eat. We get fantastically fresh lemon sole, landed by day boats and auctioned at Looe’s
impressive fish market. Cornwall has its own sustainability standards and only allows boats to
land that are carrying fish at least 25cm in size. Unfortunately this is not the case elsewhere.
Considered a by-catch by many, lemon soles are often caught in an unregulated manner, which
increases the chance of undersized fish being landed. They swim in deeper areas and are rarely
caught on rod and line. Lemon soles have been known to live to 17 years but most that are sold
are around 4 years old. They feed on small crustaceans and barnacles at night, which probably
accounts for the shellfish overtones in the delectable flavour of their flesh.Lemon sole, to me, is
one of the finest flavoured flat fish you can buy. At its best I think it tastes as good, if not better,
than a turbot. It also has a melt-in-the-mouth texture, so it’s an ideal fish to introduce to young
children. Once an under-used fish, it is more popular now that its eating qualities are more
widely appreciated; it’s also a bit cheaper than most other flat fish. Quite where the name ‘lemon
sole’ comes from is a bit of a mystery. Its flavour is not lemony and it isn’t even a sole, belonging
instead to the same family as plaice and halibut.Lemon sole on the bone with parsley and clam
butterI’ve always been mad about potted food (shrimps, duck, crab etc), probably because they
are so well seasoned, which they need to be as they are typically eaten cold. Here I’ve taken the
classic potted shrimp seasoning – lemon, cayenne, nutmeg and parsley – and incorporated it
into butter, which I warm the clams up in. You can do the same with cockles.Serves 44 lemon
soles, about 400g each, prepared to cook whole2kg live clams, cleaned (as for mussels)light
rapeseed oil for cooking100ml white wineCornish sea saltFlavoured butter250g unsalted butter,
softened4 tsp chopped curly parsley20 rasps of nutmeg1 tsp cayenne pepperfinely grated zest
and juice of 1 lemon2 shallots, peeled and finely chopped1 garlic clove, peeled and finely
choppedTo serve1–2 tbsp chopped parsley lemon wedgesdeep-fried courgettes, optionalFor
the flavoured butter, put the butter, parsley, nutmeg, cayenne, lemon zest and juice in a food
processor or blender and process for 2 minutes until well blended. Transfer to a bowl and add
the shallots, garlic and salt to taste. Fold together until evenly combined. Lay a sheet of cling film
on a work surface and spoon the butter onto it. Wrap the butter in the cling film, rolling it into a
long sausage and tie the ends of the cling film to secure. Chill for 2 hours to firm up before
serving. (The butter will keep in the fridge for a week, or it can be frozen.)When ready to serve,
heat your grill to medium-high. Oil the grill tray. Now oil the white side of the fish, season with salt
and lay in the grill tray, white side down. Drizzle a little more oil over the upper brown side of the
fish and season with salt. Slide the tray under the grill and cook the fish for 5–6 minutes.At the
same time, place a large saucepan (that has a tight-fitting lid) over a medium heat. When the
pan is hot, add the clams and wine. Put the lid on and steam for 2 minutes until the shells open.
Drain the clams, reserving the juices; discard any that are unopened.Baste the fish under the
grill with the cooking juices and a little more oil if needed. Grill for a further 5–6 more minutes



until cooked, checking every minute or so towards the end.Meanwhile, unwrap the butter and
slice into discs. When the fish is cooked, place 3 slices of the flavoured butter on top of each
lemon sole and soften it slightly under the grill. At the same time, gently warm the clams in some
of the flavoured butter. (Refrigerate any leftover butter for another use.)Place a cooked lemon
sole on each warmed serving plate and add the fish cooking juices to the clams. Spoon the
clams and butter over the lemon soles and sprinkle with some chopped parsley. Serve with
lemon wedges and a bowl of crispy deep-fried courgettes or seasonal vegetables of your
choice.Grilled lemon sole with crispy oysters, cucumber, horseradish and lemonLemon sole is
surprisingly good with oysters, which feature twice in this dish – in the sauce and as deep-fried
breadcrumbed nuggets, which provide a crisp contrast in texture. Married with cucumber and
horseradish, this has become one of our most popular choices on the menu. On their own, the
crispy oysters are a great little snack for a drinks party.Serves 4 as a starter1 large lemon sole,
about 800g, or 2 smaller 500g fish, filleted and skinnedlight rapeseed oil for cookingCornish sea
saltCucumber and horseradish sauce1 cucumber50g fresh horseradish, peeled and grated1
shallot, peeled and diced50ml white wine vinegar2 tbsp caster sugar2 egg yolksjuice of ½
lemon2 oysters, shucked (see Opening oysters), juices retained250ml sunflower oilCucumber
and lemon dressing2 cucumbers, peeled and diced2 tsp chopped dill1 lemon, peel and pith
removed, segmented100ml lemon oilCrispy oysters4 oysters, shucked (see Opening oysters),
juices retainedflour, to dust1 egg, beaten100g Japanese panko breadcrumbsoil for deep-
fryingFor the cucumber and horseradish sauce, peel the cucumber, cut it in half lengthways,
scoop out the seeds, then chop the flesh. Put the horseradish, shallot, wine vinegar, sugar and a
pinch of salt into a blender or food processor, add the cucumber and blitz for 3 minutes. Strain
through a muslin-lined sieve into a bowl, twisting and squeezing the cloth until you can’t extract
any more juice. Set aside.
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Mrs. C. Streek, “Beautiful book. I had been recommended this recipe book since looking for a
really accessible collection of fish recipes, without any complication and fuss.  This is perfect.”

Barry Domsalla, “a nice present. very instructive”

Saje, “Fish for Dinner!. Just imagine what you can do with fish? Read this and know how to do it
better!”

The book by Nathan Outlaw has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 111 people have provided feedback.
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